
ball game

1.2. Month

3. Day

4. Location

5. Noun - Plural

6. Location

7. Proper Noun - Plural

8. Adjective

9. Song

10. Man Person

11. Number

12. Adjective

13. Number

14. Liquid

15. Number

16. Exclamation Word

17. Verb - Base Form

18. Number

19. Number

20. Exclamation Word

21. Exclamation Word

22. Exclamation Word

23. Noun
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ball game

you went to
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ball game at Month Day .

It was your favorite team Location Noun - Plural vs Location Proper Noun - Plural .

At the beginning, they sang the Adjective Song . And man Person threw the first ball.

It was Number kilometers fast.

You thought ''yes! Finally the fu**ing thing ended and the Adjective ball game starts!''

Your team is away so the your team starts. you don't want to see the beginning, so you went to look for the food

cart.

You walked Number miles and finally bot liquid for $ Number .

And when you reached your seat, It was the Bottom 6th.

You thought Exclamation word ! and you Verb - Base Form on the seats to get attention.

and it was score 30-29 hi scoring game, and it was the Bottom 9th. 2 outs and there is the first baseman.

and the pitcher threw a Number kilometer ball, and the opponent hit a Number yard home run!

You said Exclamation word ! Exclamation word ! Exclamation word !

and you threw a Noun at the batter...

It

/


was the worst? game ever.
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